
RESISTANCE TO THE NEW POOR LAW

However, opposition to the New Poor Law did not cease once its structures were in.

This stands in contrast to the more traditional, less organised and less effective reactions in the agricultural
areas. It also increased the pressure on the few remaining unions such as Todmorden , Rhayader and
Presteigne who had held out against the building workhouses. The campaign orchestrated by the anti-poor law
movement stressed the Christian duty of the rich to assist the poor and accepted Cobbett's argument that the
Act denied basic rights. In May a crowd assembled at Ampthill demanding 'Blood or bread', 'All money' and
'No bread' and was dispersed only after the Riot Act was read. The Times promptly revealed that Price had
resigned from the Oxford post when serious allegations had been made against him. The funding of each
Union and its workhouse continued to come from the local poor rate with each parish contributing in
proportion to its poor relief expenditure over the previous three years. One way of encouraging pupils to
analyse this rich source is by helping them to see that the poster is really made up of smaller pictures. What
are the problems of using this poster as evidence of what the workhouses were like? Oastler's objections were
that the Act pursued aims dictated by political economy by un-Christian treatment of the poor and particularly
of the married poor: "whom God hath joined together let no man part asunder" , and to ensure this was done
with consistent heartlessness was setting up an unconstitutional body. Consequently, when the Government
cracked down on Chartist activity after the Todmorden Riots in which - despite the insinuations of the
Manchester Guardian - Fielden could not be implicated , Stephens was imprisoned for eighteen months for
unlawful assembly. Conditions in the infirmary were even worse â€” a living patient occupied the same bed
with a corpse for a considerable period after death, and the sick were left unwashed for days on end, in some
cases besmeared in their own excrement. However, the disturbances did little to disturb the implementation of
the Act and by mid the new system was operating across the agricultural south. One union, Rhayader , held
out against erecting one until  Chadwick held that the able-bodied poor should be put to work in workhouses
which met the condition of less eligibility : they could not claim outdoor relief as they did under the existing
Poor Law. There was often considerable local sympathy for the rioters and many gentry and parsons petitioned
against the Act. They therefore proposed to broadly keep relief organized at the parish level although parishes,
particularly in urban areas, should be united for settlement and poor-relief purposes, including the
establishment of united poorhouses. In , William Ingham of Mankinholes, local Overseer of the Poor, was
fined for the local refusal to contribute towards a Union Workhouse; his refusal to pay brought two special
constables to his door to confiscate goods on November 16,  Click on this extract from the poster. The MAB's
institutions were effectively England's first state hospitals. The Act was largely concerned with setting up the
legal and administrative framework for the new poor relief system. According to the poster how long were
inmates expected to work each day? This reverted to dealing with able-bodied males, but extended the
conditions under which out-relief could be given in such cases. Parker was critical many papers thought
over-critical of the prosecution witnesses, even criticising the workhouse medical officer for not keeping his
books in the form prescribed by the Poor Law Commission, when the books were in the form directed by the
Andover Guardians, and Parker was more demonstrably at fault since his routine duties included inspecting
workhouse books to ensure that they met the Poor Law Commission's requirements. However, not all
Victorians shared this point of view. Settlement The Royal Commission had proposed a simplification of the
settlement laws so that birth in a parish would become the only means of acquiring settlement. In , GR
Wythen Baxter published his famous The Book of the Bastiles â€” a somewhat lurid compilation of
newspaper reports, court proceedings, correspondence and so on, which graphically illustrated some of the
horror stories relating to the New Poor Law. It was hard to escape the conclusion that all these things were part
of an orchestrated attempt to grind the labouring population down even further. The anti-poor law movement
in the North represented a temporary alliance between working and middle classes against what was widely
regarded as an unjust and intrusive measure; in a sense it was also a local reaction against centralisation that
cut across class lines. The previous system, where such a child gained settlement from its place of birth, had
sometimes led parishes to try and remove from within their borders heavily pregnant single women so that
their children would not be a burden on the ratepayers. In , things came to a head when the medical journal
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The Lancet published revealed the appalling conditions in many workhouse infirmaries. Eventually
differences in emphasis and ideas between Tory radicals, who emphasised the value of paternalism, and the
emerging Chartist leaders, with their belief in universal suffrage, ruptured the alliance. Local Act
Incorporations and Gilbert Unions were exempted from the new scheme, something that was to irritate the
Commission and its successors for many years. It delayed effective implementation until and even then local
concessions meant that outdoor relief still continued to play an important role. Though most Calderdale
townships went into the Halifax Union, Wadsworth, Erringden, Heptonstall, Langfield, Stansfield, and
Todmorden with Walsden were incorporated into the Todmorden Union, and this was where John Fielden and
others were active in opposition to the new scheme, to a much greater extent than in Halifax.


